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Rubber Tile 
Floor Soft
Marine Floor Covering 



Experience cutting-edge material technologies that create a pleasant environment
I-Badak is conscious of those of us who spend time in buildings and those with children running around, and we are working day and 
night to develop flooring materials to maintain their safety and health in any circumstances. Experience the state-of-the-art I-Badak 
flooring materials, which create more pleasant and comfortable living environments with fire-resistant, quiet, and anti-slip surface 

technologies.

Noise reduction : Rubber tiles markedly reduce the sound of footsteps when compared to flooring made of other materials 

Slip prevention : Our products are better at preventing slips, falls, and other accidents, and they require no separate installation when   
           constructing stairs.

Tailored designs : Our products are available for space presentations suited to consumer preference, and they can be adapted to unique designs.

Eco-friendly raw materials : Our products take health and the environment into consideration through the use of eco-friendly raw materials.



•Round 3T/4T
•Round Chip 3T/4T

•Mono 3.5T
•Mono Chip 3.5T

•Sport 6T

•Simple Chip 3T

•Rainbow 3T

•Stair Type
  (Solid, Chip, Rainbow)

Rubber Tile 
Floor Soft -

Floor Soft is I-Badak's premier product, born of a focus on product 
development and rooted in outstanding safety, sound absorption, 
and durability. Its design is both practical and sophisticated.

Features & Strengths

Applications

- Outstanding non-slip surface

- Excellent footstep noise reduction

- Halogen-free / No emission of toxic gases

- Low VOC / Eco-friendly

- Excellent wear strength / Superior durability

- Factories, schools, art galleries, libraries, subways, 

   industrial facilities, power plants, etc.
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Round
3T/4T

Round Chip
3T/4T

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   4mm/3mm

•Color

   12EA

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   4mm/3mm

•Color

   5EA

4T_FSR

4T_FRC

3T_FSR

3T_FRC

0.5T
3.5T

0.5T
3.5T

0.5T
2.5T

0.5T
2.5T

FRC 5010 FRC 5021 FRC 5022 FRC 5042

FRC 5052

FSR 2010

FSR 2031

FSR 2043

 FSR 2011

FSR 2032

FSR 2051

FSR 2021

FSR 2041

FSR 2052

 FSR 2022

FSR 2042

FSR 2053
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Mono
3.5T

Mono Chip
3.5T

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   3.5mm

•Color

   10EA

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   3.5mm

•Color

   5EA

FSM 3010

FSM 3032

FMC 5010

FSM 3011

FSM 3041

FMC 5021

FSM 3021

FSM 3042

FMC 5022

FSM 3052

FSM 3022

FSM 3051

FMC 5042

FMC  5052

FSM 3053

3.5T

3.5T
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Sports
6T

Simple Chip
3T

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   6mm

•Color

   6EA

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   3mm

•Color

   5EA

FSM 4010

FJC 5010

FSM 4021

FJC 5021

FSM 4022

FSM 4042

FJC 5022

FSM 4041

FSM 4052

FJC 5042

FJC 5052

6T

3T
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Rainbow
3T
•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   3mm

•Color

   5EA

FBC 6043 FBC 6010 FBC 6021 FBC 6022

FBC 6032

Equipped with Korea's only multi-layer chip structure, 
the installed product has an extra-fine exterior.

3T
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Stair Type

3T
•Size

   480mm X 1,200mm

•Thickness

   3mm

5T
•Size

   480mm X 1,200mm
   480mm X 1,500mm
   480mm X 1,800mm
   480mm X 2,100mm
   480m mX 2,400mm

•Thickness

   5mm

Color
•Solid : 12Color

•Chip : 5Color

•Rainbow : 5Color

Chip Stair  ▲ FCC 

Rainbow Stair  ▲ FSC

Solid Stair   ▲ FSS

235mm 235mm

55mm 55mm

5mm 3mm5mm 3mm

480mm 480mm

2.5mm 2mm
5T 3T

45mm 45mm

100mm 100mm145mm 145mm



11  I  MARINE FLOOR COVERING

Rubber Tile 
Marine Floor Covering -

Marine Floor Covering is a safe product made from flooring materials 
that retard the spread of flames and do not emit toxic gases. 
It has been certified by the international classification organization DNV.

•Round 3T/4T
•Round Chip 3T/4T

•Stair Type
  (Solid, Chip)

Features & Strengths

Applications

- I-Badak Rubber Tile has obtained product quality and performance certificates from the 
DNV.

- Various layouts to suit client tastes are possible with this product, including 
monochromatic, mosaic, and pattern installations.

- The synthetic rubbers created through thermo compression bonding provide excellent 
durability and wear resistance.

- The product provides non-slip stability and requires no separate facility in installing stairs. 

- Floors and stairs on ships 
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Round
3T/4T

Round Chip
3T/4T

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   4mm/3mm

•Color

   5EA

FRC-S 2010 FRC-S 2021 FRC-S 2022 FRC-S 2042

FRC-S 2052

FRS-S 2010 FRS-S 2011

FRS-S 2051

FRS-S 2021

FRS-S 2041

FRS-S 2022

FRS-S 2042 FRS-S 2053

•Size

   500mm X 500mm

•Thickness

   4mm/3mm

•Color

   8EA

4T_FRC-S

3T_FRC-S

0.5T
3.5T

0.5T
2.5T

4T_FSR-S

3T_FSR-S

0.5T
3.5T

0.5T
2.5T
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Chip Stair  ▲ FCC-S

Solid Stair  ▲ FSS-S

Stair Type

3T
•Size

   480mm X 1,200mm

•Thickness

   3mm

5T
•Size

   480mm X 1,200mm
   480mm X 1,500mm
   480mm X 1,800mm
   480mm X 2,100mm
   480mm X 2,400mm

•Thickness

   5mm

Color
•Solid : 5Color

•Chip : 5Color

235mm 235mm

55mm 55mm

5mm 3mm5mm 3mm

480mm 480mm

2.5mm 2mm
5T 3T

45mm 45mm

100mm 100mm145mm 145mm
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Step 1
Before installation, draw  

a central line on the 
work floor to align the 

product.

Step 2
ter applying an adhesive 

to the bottom of the 
product, affix it to the 

floor.

Step 3
Install the product such 
that it completely bonds 

with the floor.

Step 4
After installation, ensure 
the product completely 
adheres to the floor by 

pressing down on it with 
a heavy object.

Installation manual

Installation

Post-installation maintenance 

Usage

•The installation surface should be smooth, without unevenness or curves. Any cracks in the floor surface should 
be filled and foreign substances, such as dust, oil, paint, and wax, should be removed in advance. 

•The humidity of the surface should be below 4%. If the humidity exceeds 4%, the installation should begin 
after drying the surface sufficiently. 

•The adhesive used for installation must be CR or urethane-based. Tile cleaning using a damp cloth or mop and 
wax should be done at least 48 hours after the installation.

•After initial installation, the floor should be washed using a suitable rubber flooring material cleaner. 

•After cleaning, the floor should be rinsed using clean water and then dried. 

•Depending on traffic, the floor should be cleaned approximately every two weeks, and wax should be applied.

•Depending on the condition of the floor, floor wax should be-applied after removal of wax with paint remover 
approximately every 6 months.

•Please immediately remove water, oil, and sand from the surface, as they can cause slips. Elderly people and 
pregnant women, in particular, should exercise caution.

•The product is very heavy, so care must be taken during transport. Overloading can not only damage the 
product, but cause injuries or damage to property.

•Please start installation only after fully understanding the manual

•This product should be used only as a flooring material.
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Certificates

DNV vessel certificate

Test result report

DNV vessel certificate

Certificate of a patent

Quality management 
certificate

Certificate of a patent

Environmental product 
certificate
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I-Badak is moving forward with 
our best efforts to develop 
world-class flooring materials. 
These efforts offer I-Badak customers even greater possibilities. 

Since our establishment, we at I-Badak have distinguished ourselves as rubber floor specialists who push 
ahead in the research and development of processes and products related to rubber flooring materials.

I-Badak Floor Soft is an eco-friendly flooring material that is superior in durability, sound absorption, 
and slip protection, the very qualities required for flooring materials. It does not emit the environmentally 
harmful substance formaldehyde.

In addition, the product's cushioning feel, unique to rubber, will minimize 
foot fatigue even during long hours of standing or walking.

I-Badak is growing as a company that takes the lead in product 
development, doing our utmost to become a company that is truly 
loved by our clients.

We are going to take each step forward on this journey together 
with our customers.    



Rubber Tile 
Floor Soft

Marine Floor Covering 

Rm309, Hyundai Etrebo Bldg, 852

Janghang-dong, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang, Gyenggi, Korea

Phone: +82.31.907.1093     Fax: +82.31.908.6098

e-mail : a9086098@kornet.net 

Note. Specifications and price are subject to change without prior notice for improvement of performance.
          Are unauthorized reproduction punishable by applicable laws and regulations when using our products.
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I-Badak Co., Ltd.
the rubber flooring company


